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“Nyve spotted a black cord on the bench, and she 
wanted to investigate. The cord was attached to the 
rice cooker, which was still cooking! I heard a sound, a 
heavy grating sound. I turned to find Nyve pulling the 
rice cooker towards herself. The rice cooker tipped over. 
Hitting the bench, the boiling contents of rice and 
water sprayed out, above, under and all around Nyve.”

In a moment of panic Vicky grabbed a St John’s 
Ambulance First Aid magnetic book, which she had 
stuck to her fridge. Fumbling with the pages and 
with a million thoughts racing through her head, she 
managed to find a page on burns, which instructed 
her to hold her daughter’s burns under cool running 
water for 20 minutes. Vicky ran to a tap but when she 
applied the cool running water to Nyve’s burn, her 
daughter’s screaming amplified. 
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The first edition of Stay 
Safe was published in 
2009 and our newsletter is 
still going strong! In fact, 
our subscription base is 
increasing every year, and 
thanks to the generous 
support of the Julian 
Burton Burns Trust, we 
have guaranteed funding 
to continue printing 
and distributing copies 
throughout Victoria for at 
least the next few years.

The Julian Burton Burns 
Trust is Australia’s leading 
social enterprise committed 
to the prevention, care and 
research associated with 
burn injury. As a result of 
a donation of $8000 from 
Clipsal, the Julian Burton 
Burns Trust has granted 
the money to the Victorian 
Burns Prevention Partnership 
(VBPP) to cover Stay Safe 
printing costs. VBPP thanks 
Clipsal and the Julian 
Burton Burns Trust for their 
generous support towards 
Stay Safe.

Thank 
you
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The Premkumar family started 
their Friday night just like any 
other, preparing a meal and 
settling down for a night in with 
popcorn and a DVD. Instead, this 
particular Friday turned out to 
be the beginning of a traumatic 
few weeks that would leave them 
thankful yet wishing they had 
known more about what to do in 
an emergency burns situation.
Vicky Premkumar was busy preparing  
a dinner of wild rice for her family, 
whilst taking care of her youngest 
child, 10-month old Nyve. In a 
seemingly simple move to ensure 
she could take care of her daughter 
whilst cooking dinner, Vicky decided 
to place Nyve in her feeding chair in 
the kitchen. She turned her back for a 
second and what happened next was 
a freak accident and a cruel lesson that 
Vicky will never forget.

10-month old 
Nyve recovers 

from a kitchen 
scald

First aid for burns
•	 Stop the burn process. 

Remove the heat source.
•	 Cool the burn with running 

water for 20 minutes. 
This is useful up to three 
hours after injury. 

•	 Cover the burn with a clean 
dry, dressing or cling film.

•	 Seek medical advice.
•	 Never use ice.
•	 Never use creams or 

ointments on burns.
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Working smoke alarms significantly increase your 
chance of surviving a deadly home fire. A properly 
installed and maintained smoke alarm is the only 
thing in your home that can alert you and your family 
to a fire 24 hours a day, seven days a week. Whether 
you’re awake or asleep, a working smoke alarm is 
constantly on alert scanning the air for fire and smoke. 

Working smoke alarms provide vital early warning in the 
event of a fire, and the early warning provided by smoke 
alarms has been responsible for saving hundreds lives and 
properties across Victoria. When people are asleep, they 
can’t smell smoke, smoke alarms are essential to wake 
people if a fire breaks out. MFB and CFA advise Victorians 
to change their smoke alarm batteries (including hard 
wired smoke alarms) at the end of daylight saving on 
Sunday 1 April.

A properly installed and tested smoke alarm with a new 
battery is one of the simplest and most effective things you 
can do to protect yourself and your family from a home fire.

Common causes of burn 
injury within Australia  
and New Zealand 
The Australian & New Zealand Burns Association 
(ANZBA) recently published its first annual report for 
the period July 09–June 10 profiling and describing 
burn injuries across the two countries. 

The ANZBA Bi-National Burns Registry collects 
epidemiological, quality of care and outcome data on 
paediatric and adult burns patients admitted to specialist 
units in Australia and New Zealand.

The report which profiles burn injuries between 2009 
and 2010, can be accessed via the ANZBA website at 
www.anzba.org.au. Flame and scald burns were the 
most common cause of burn injury with flame burns 
accounting for 36% and scalds 35% of all burn injuries.  
The table opposite provides a closer but brief snapshot of 
the most common sub causes of paediatric burn injuries.

Alarmingly, 93% of all burn injuries presenting to burns 
services were unintentional injuries, with the most common 

place of injury being the home or usual place of residence 
for both paediatric (82%) and adult cases (56%). The most 
common place where burn injuries occurred in the home 
were the kitchen (30%) and in the garden/yard (20%).

Primary sub-causes of burn injury in paediatric cases

Cause Sub Cause 
Number 
of cases 

Per 
Cent 

Scald Hot beverages (e.g. tea/coffee) 101 18.3 

Scald 
Water from saucepan/kettle/ 
jug/billy/urn/thermos 

76 13.8 

Scald Food (liquid/solid) 49 8.9 

Contact Coals/Ashes 32 5.8 

Scald Water from tap/bath/shower 32 5.8 

Friction Friction via treadmill 26 4.7 

Contact Vehicle exhaust 23 4.2 

Flame Campfire/bonfire/burn off 22 4.0 

Flame Lighter/matches 19 3.5 

Contact Iron 16 2.9 

In addition to changing your smoke alarm 
batteries, MFB and CFA recommend:

•	 replacing smoke alarms every ten years, 
preferably with a photoelectric alarm 

•	 testing smoke alarms once a month 
by pressing the test button 

•	 using long-life alkaline batteries 
in your smoke alarms.

Only working 
smoke alarms 

save lives
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Victorian burns experts are strongly urging Victorians 
to exercise caution and safety around flammable 
substances. Burns fuelled by flammable substances 
are a major cause of injury in Victoria. Most injuries 
have resulted from the careless use or misuse of 
flammable liquids or escaping vapours, in particular 
from petrol, kerosene, mineral turpentine and 
methylated spirits. 

The ANZBA Bi-National Burn Registry July 09–June 10 
Annual Report shows that flame related injuries account 
for 37% of admissions to the burns services across the two 
countries. An accelerant was used to ignite/enhance the 
flame in over half (52%) of these cases, which contributed 
to injury and engine fuel (petrol/diesel/methanol) was 
the most common accelerant used (66%). Sadly more 
than 90% of these injuries are preventable. Additionally, 
there were approximately 65 cases of gas related 
incidences such as explosion of gas cylinders, pipelines, 
gas stoves or hot water systems. 

Because flammable liquids are so commonplace in the 
home, garage or backyard workshop their presence 
is taken for granted. They are designed to be used for 
fuelling motors or kerosene heaters, cleaning paint 
brushes and in some cases used in camping lights.  

These are not designed for general cleaning, as pesticides 
or for lighting barbecues.

The same quality of explosive ignition that makes 
flammable liquids so valuable as a fuel can also cause 
terrible injuries when it is handled carelessly or used  
for a purpose for which it is not intended. 

Most accidents usually involve accelerants being 
used to fuel barbecues, bonfires and campfires. This 
is an extremely hazardous practice and should not be 
contemplated at any time, particularly when alcohol has 
been consumed. Nor is it a good role modelling behaviour 
in front of children. 

Additionally, a lack of understanding of the explosive 
nature of accelerants contributes to both its improper 
storage and disregard for personal safety around them.

Using or storing flammable substances carelessly  
can endanger your life as well as those of your family  
and friends.

Handy tips to keep safe
Keep your children away from flammable substances.
Never use flammable substances as an accelerant.
Never use flammable substances as a solvent.Never use flammable substances as a weed or insect killer.

Keep and store flammable substances away from any open flames and smoking items.Keep flammable substances away from heaters and pilot lights.

Vicky was hesitant to continue as she felt the treatment 
was hurting Nyve even more. Later, a doctor would tell her 
that “parents think their child is in pain under the running 
water but, they are crying because they don’t like what 
you are doing”.  In fact, those 20 minutes of cool running 
water is crucial to speed healing and limit scarring. Vicky 
says, “it can be the difference between a superficial burn 
that heals naturally and a second/third degree burn that 
requires grafting.” 

After four frantic calls to her husband and applying 
running water to the burns for as long as she possibly 

could, Vicky’s mobile finally rang. “It was my sister-in-law. 
She said ‘have you called the ambulance?’ No, I hadn’t. 
Why had I not called the ambulance?” Looking back, Vicky 
wishes she had known more about emergency situations 
like these. “Knowledge is not only empowering but it’s  
also very calming”, she said.

Nyve was rushed to The Royal Children’s Hospital where 
Vicky and husband Sanjay were told she had second 
degree burns to her arm. The burns could not heal 
naturally and required a skin graft, which involved surgery. 

Vicky has an important message for all parents and carers 
of young children. “If you do not know what to do in an 
emergency situation, please please do a first aid course.  
I hope you never have to recall Nyve’s story, but if you  
do, remember to stay calm, place the person or burn 
injury under cool running water for 20 minutes and  
call an ambulance.”

FROM PAGE 1

Burn injury from flammable  
substances can be avoided by:

 Proper use
 Proper storage

 Proper fuelling practice
 Proper transportation
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J U I J O E K H I C E A U

Q B Q H C U L U H O C E D J X

Prepare

B Q S M O K E P

R U W Y I K M R

B H S X F C B E

D U J H L P S P

S B R N F E D A

A Y T N O I V R

F K H D S K R E

E V I V R U S E

T R E S C V I L

Y X Z E Y T U B

W E R U J C C K

N R I S K K S A

Can you find 
eight fire words 

in the grid?

Burn

Smoke

Safety

Bushfire

Risk

Survive Act

Decode the firefighters’ message by substituting the correct red letter.

K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z A B C D E F G H I J

U V W X Y Z A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T
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